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.t 'Radiant Space' 
comes to UMSL's 
Gal!ery 210 
.. 
Michiko Itatani's ' Radiant 
Space' exhibition is currerit ly 
on display at Gallery 210 until . 
Dec. 2. Itatani bega'n her career 
as an author, eami ng some suc-
cess in her Japanese wri tings. 
Now she teaches a rt and lives in 
Chicago. 
.. Se~ p~ge 3 
Hamlet: To see or 
not. to see? 
That is t he question, but 
if you li~e Shakespearean 
thea,ter don ' t miss this 
Friday 's productio:n of 
"Hamlet" in the J. C. Penney 
Auditorium at 8 p.m. TiCKets 
are free. Call 516-5291 for . 
details. The play is being pu 
on by 'The National . 
Shakespeare Co~any. Be 
sure to look f or our revieW in 
next week's A&E section of 
The Current. 
World Ecology 
Day spotlights ear-
nivorous animals 
"Meat-Eaters: Predat0rs 
and their Prey' will be the 
theme of this year's obser~ 
vance with talks from 8:30 to 
10 a. m. this Friday on SUc.h 
subjects as black bears in 
the Ozarks and the eating 
habits of hye nas. Keynote 
speaker Alan Rabinowitz of 
the Wildlife Conservation 
Sodety will speak at noon on 
. ;'Saving t he World's Great 
Cats: Jaguars in t he New 
Milleni um. " The events will 
take place in t he J. C. Penney 
Auditorium. For more infor-
mation call Bemad~tte 
Dalton at 516-6203. 
Pbysics discussion 
~ in Benton Hall 
. -
Marco Ciorcca of Eastem 
Kentucky Unive rsity will dis-
cuss "The Three-Body 
Problem: Collisjons of 
Rydberg Atoms wit h Charged 
Particles" this' Friday at 3 
p.m. in room 328 Benton 
Hall. For more-info rmation 
call 516-5931. 
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When signs designating the parking lot on the 'north side of the Student Center for facu lty and staff 
only, some students were surpr ised: • 
Pacult) staff parking at the SturJent Center? 
, . 
here's good .reason for 
faculty, staff lot, ~hief says 
_ BY STEVE VALKO 
.... .. "pec(~/i TO ib" Citrrent 
There are a lot of features in the 
new MillennilU}l Student _enter that 
uden£! w'" find !luring. like 
Aroma' Bakery, vidgam '( and 
plenry of f r catinf!, .. Ther is Olle 
re.'lture.. though, wIDch might seem 
iroui -the designated fa oley/taft' 
parking 1 t on the nOlth side of Lhe 
buildin . 
Fac;Irty and staff ctm park iu both 
racuJly/ taff I and tudent 10 
because of :J. resolution pas ed in the 
lni ersit\ Sellin i.n J 999. Previo I . 
facul. and 'campus . taft' ould not-
park in the smpent lots. and campus 
poli > would ticket offendiO,o- vehi-
cles ~ back in the fall of 1998. 
The tickers were primarily i ued 
bel::ause of thl' lack of parking paces. 
caused by the construction of th 
Student Center. Faculty had trollble 
finding parking spac in their lots 
during tim of peak usage. To rerne-
d this problem, the cnate passed the 
re iuti n which fii wallows faculty 
par in (U)y 1 ttbe' h 'le. 
Bec-am . 'of . rule. tndents a 
~ n left ttl w ndel' f a poli that 
would allow [(lculty and taff to ba e a 
parking section at (he Student Center. 
·'1 would say J ; becau that' pli-
oririzing te< cbe _ over tuden ,. said 
elliot Elizabeth Frei . 
However. tbere i a good rea t 
hav this eetion f parking, said Bob 
Ro IeI', dir tor of fustimti nal 
Safet . 
"The sign 11_" ·facllJ. and staff 
parking. What you hu\' to remember 
i~ that parking i for the staff wh 
'Would be working for the food f-
i es and bankJ ." 
Roe el r pointed Ou1 that the new 
gnrage being bu.ilt along East Drive i 
a1m t finished . 
"Once the garage bus been com-
'pleted, no Stud nr should have a prob-
lem parking," he said. 
There haven't been.JUlY · in 
probl m n:ported to the police by the 
few rganiza.ll OS who presently 
occupy the tudent Center, thanks to 
th c mbioall ill f Metrolink riders 
not being allowed purk OJ] the 
Student Cent r lot, the S 'lit G n r 
n ing inIl open yet along 
with many SUldenL groups and busi-
ne e. not being mo cd into the 
llIdcm Center. 
"1 ha en't b ard any n garive feed-
back. a far: ' . aid Roese.l~. 
The Student Center fficiall 
opens on o . 18. Studen wiLh c ill-
ments or complaints about parking 
policies at UMSL can call the campu 
police at 516-51 5. 
'Midnight Madness' sweeps UMSL 
The basketball .Rivermen and Riverwomen were on display 
for their first official' scrimmage of the season. Fans were 
able to enjoy a bonfire, music, and free food . 
.... See page 5 
UNIVERSI T Y OF M ISSOURI - ST. LOUIS 
Students, administrators 
discuss implications of 
FERPA amendment 
BY TIM THO M P SON 
sta{lll'riter 
Last Wednesday, a FERPA train-
ing session was held at the 
Millennium Student Center. FERPA 
. stands for the Federal Educational 
Rights to Privacy Act. For a $50 
entry fee, students and faculty alike 
were given new insights into the 
basics of the act and what it could 
me,m to student, at the UM System. 
FERPA \vas passed by Congress 
in 1974. It focused on college stu-
dents'rights to pIivacy, and stipulat-
ed the following: a student had the 
right tl look at his or her respective 
file, get items from that particular 
file removed or changed, and have 
copies made of anything' in that file. 
This was just scratching the smiace, 
though. The most inlpOItant part of 
this act prevented disclosure of a 
student' per onal information to 
any other institution of higher leam-
ing without the written consent of 
the student in question. 
According to G. Gary Grace, 
vice chancellor for tudent Affairs , 
the law had immediate impact. "It 
changed the way in which college 
campuses rei ted to students," 
Graee said. "Students had a lot of 
control over information about the 
past." 
Actions on COllege campuses 
throughout the United States in the 
1980' began to cbange people's 
thillking about a student's li ght to 
privacy. howe cr. Tragically. vi.Qle 
crin) such as murder and sexual 
assault rose dramatically during the 
decade. The e unacceptable crim 
culminated with a series of deaths 
on the campus of Lehigh University 
in Peml.sylvania. 
Parent orgnnizati ns aero the 
country cried out for change to 
FERPA. According to Grace, many 
people believed that all FERPA diel 
was protected the right of bad stll-
dents and criminals. "ParentS fe lt 
they had the Ijgl1t to Know just how 
dangerous - certain campuses were 
that they were contemplating send-
ing their children .to." Colleges, in 
tum. were not tOO keen on reJeasiJlg 
this information because they feared 
enormous drops in emollment. 
The debate continued back and 
forth for some time, then in the 
,1990's, a new problem arose on col-
lege campuses. It was drug and alco-
hol abuse. Grace believes the col-
leges the~elves were not blameless 
in this matter either "The campuses 
were simply not being diligent when 
it came to disciplining students who 
were constantly out of control," 
Grace said in a telephone interview. 
"Drugs, alcohol, and binge chinking . 
were becoming a problem and 
should have been dealt with." 
As a result, the U.S. Congress 
reacted swiftly and boldly with the 
passage of the Campus Crime Act of 
1995. A student's right to privacy 
began to be eroded away from that 
point onward. 
In 1998, both houses of Congress 
passed a resolution which added an 
amendment to FERPA stating that 
disciplinary records contained in a 
student's file are no longer private 
and can be released to any institu-
tions of lUgher learning. The crux of 
thi8 new amendment was a law 
granting universities the power to 
notify parents of students under the 
age of 21 who are caught drinking 
alcohol on campus. While this law 
does not mandate parent notifica-
tion, it does give universities the lat-
itude to decide whether or not. to 
notify. In other words, it places the 
respon ibility on the shoulders of the 
_ 13om:Q. of Olrators of each universi-
ty. 
W hile parent organizations 
hailed the law as a first step in cur-
tailing wide spread campus crime, 
student groups protested vehement-
ly. 
Joe Flees, vice chair of. the 
UMSL chapter of the Associated 
Students of the University of 
Missouri said he is opposed to the 
anlendment. 
, It simply gives too much power 
to the chancellor, and everything 
will have to go through Student 
Affairs," Flees said iIi a phone inter-
see F E RPA, page 8 
Governor's death affects 
Unive~ity of Missouri 
Keeping it clean • • • 
BY BRIAN DOUGLAS 
t_ •• __ ... . ,. ,. . • ......... . .... . 
:(mio)' editor 
'While the nallou mourn the death 
of Mi souri Governor Mel Qu:nahan . 
condolences are also expres edhere at 
lJM..St. Louis. Camah[ll was killed in 
a plnne crush earlier this week. The 
crash al 0 claimed the lives of his son, 
Randy, who was piloting the craft, and 
Camahan's aide, Chrls Sifford. who 
was accompanying Ulem III a written 
statement to tile UMSL campus. 
Cbancellor Blanche TOl1hill 'poke of 
her memory of Canlahan. wllom she 
described a~ "a gerru1neJy nice man 
who c.'1red abotu people." 
Touhill' highlight d Carnahan 's 
concem for education. 
'The UrriveI ity of Mis~uri - St. 
Louis and i[S students particularly beD-
efited from his passionate belief that 
education ,vas an illv 1>lment III 
Mi. sourl s future: ' TouhUl said. 
"Ullder Ius leadership. UMSL was 
able to broaden its academic pro-
gr3Jl1 . extend its reach into other 
counties and enhance the quality of its 
facuIty." 
An accompanying release stated 
that durin., amahan's tef)lu-e. UMSL 
re eived neail $86 million for ace-
Quiring property, construction, and 
renovations. Examples inc.lude the 
construction of the Fine Arts Building. 
the ongoing project of-tile PerformiJ1!! 
Arts Center, and the start of renova-
tions in the science complex. The 
release said in that time UMSL has 
created 27 degree programs and 
through participation in a staJe pro-
gram, has .establi heel 25 endowed 
profe sorships. 
The nivernty of 1ytissorrri .Board 
of Curators announced last lluITsdny it 
would e tabli h a sch,olarsbip in 
Carnahan's memory. The scholarship 
will be awarded r the tuden! repl -
semative to the Bard of Curamrs, 
who is eho en by the Governor. 
Touhill aid both she and the CftJl1- ' 
pu. conununity would deeply mi:' 
Camahan, and extended ympathyto 
hi ife , Je.:'lIi 
UMS sh.uttle· hit by. car 
BY .JOSH RENAUD 
,. -..... - _ .... '-' . . I_~.,-
senim' ediror 
• fl UMSL Shuttl was lut by a car 
while turning onto Natural Brid last 
ionday. 
Th re \ r~ three students riding 
th s!IIJule. Neitller /he hurtle driver 
nor ill students were injured, said 
Sergeant. Bruce Gardiner of the 
L"MSL pOlice. The driver f the car 
w taken IO a hO 'pitnl after omplain-
ing oft.:be t pain . 
The urn W" hit it t1111l~d left 
onto eastbound mural Bridge from 
East Dlive on South campus. 1lle car 
W' headed w tbound. It had been 
raining beavU •. 
Gllluiner said tile liu!1le uffered 
ul y Imnoe dama c-a dent bel w tI 
driy r' door-and was back in ser-
vice that e\'ehi:ng. 
"After the man banded the im r-
m ntion [ the police depmtmeJ1lt, he 
wat) back 011 Dli ] route," Gardiner 
said. 
Page 2 
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Monday, Oct. 23 
• Two Installations: An Artist's Slide 
Talk, sponsored by the Center for the 
Humanities and part of their Monday 
Noon Series, wilt be in Room 229 J. C. 
Penney from 12 to 1 p.m. Michiko 
Itatami, painter !installation artist and 
professor of art at The School of the 
Art Institute of Chicago, will describe 
her work in the exhibition in Gallery 
210. The exhibit will run until Dec. 2. 
.Floor Hockey Leagues begin. Intramural 
games will be played every Monday night 
at the Mark Twain Gym with the last 
game on Dec. 4. 
.One-Week Intramural Racquetball 
Tournament begins. This is a single· 
elimination tournament for men and 
women with A, B & C divisions. Games 
will be played at the Mark Twain Rec 
Center. 
• Last day to sign up for UMSL Family 
Fun Night. The event is scheduled for 
Friday, Oct. 27. This is a free night of 
sports, conteSts, pizza and fun for the 
whole family. Students, faculty, staff and 
alumni RSVP to the Rec Sports Office 
at 5326 . 
Tuesday, Oct. 24 
·Coed Volleyball League begins. Games 
will be played every Tuesday night at the 
Mark Twain Gym with the last game on 
Dec. 5. 
·Catholic Mass will be held at the 
Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m. at 
8200 Natural Bridge Road, located 
across from the West Drive entrance 
to North Campus. For more informa-
tion call 385-3455. 
Wednesday, Oct. 25 
.Campus Crusade for Christ will hold 
their weekly Metro meeting so that stu-
dents can come together for worship, 
teaching and fellowship. The meetings 
will run from 8 to 9:15 p.m. at Covenant 
Seminary. If you need directions to 
Covenant, check their website for more 
information at www.cccstlouis.com or 
call Julie at 6901. 
-Sign-up Deadline for Indoor Soccer 
Leagues: Men's and Coed divisions are 
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All ustinQS use 
available with teams consisting of 3 
men & 3 women p'lus as many subs as 
desired. ·Team and individual sign-ups 
are welcome. Games will be played: in 
the Mark Twain Gym on Wednesday 
evenings beginning ~ov. 8. 
• 
.Soup and Soul Food, a simple meal 
and-time for prayer, meditation 'an~ 
reflection, from 12 to 1 p.m. at 
Normandy United Methodist Church, 
8000 Natural Bridge .Rd. Sponsored by 
Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry. 
All are wetcome and for more infor-
mation caU Chris Snyder at 409.3024 
or Roger Jespersen at 385-3000. 
Thursday, Oct. 26 
·Or. Oh on Cryptology, presented by 
the Math Club, will be held at 2 p.m. 
in the New MHlennium Center, third 
floor, Century Room A. Free pizza and 
snacks will also be available. 
·OUT! presents the last of 4 films in its 
Lesbian ,' Gay, Bisexual and 
Transgender Film series, "Boys 
Don't Cry." All shows are free and 
begin at 7 p.m. in the Kaskaskia 
Room (located in the basement of _ 
the Honors College). Everyone is 
welcome and for directions and 
more information call 5013. 
Friday, Oct. 27 
.Physics Colloquium presents r~he 
three-body problem: Collisions of 
Rydberg atoms with c'harged parti-
cles." Dr. Mar.co Ciocca, from 
Eastem Kentucky University, will be 
speaking. Coffee will be served at 
1:30 p.m. in Room 516 Benton Hall 
and the Colloquium will follow at 3 
p.m. in Room 328 Benton Hall: 
,Sunday, Oct. 29 
.Catholic Mass will be held at the 
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel 
at 7:30 p.m. 
THE CANIPUS C R'NlEL'NE 
October 11, 2000 
At 1:40 PM a student was robbed of $10.00 
in cash by an unknown black male suspect 
on the gravel visitor's lot at the entrance 
to Parking Garage "C". The suspect fled 
the area after the attack. The student vic-
tim received minor injuries in the attack. 
The victim and a witness assisted 
University Police with a composite sketch 
of the wanted suspect. 
October 12, 2000 
A student reported that his Fall 2000 
parking permit was stolen from his 
vehicle on Oct. 10 between 9 a.m. and 
1 p.m. while the vehicle was parked at 
Lot K. 
Council 
A staff person reported that her license 
plates were stolen from her vehicle on 
Oct, 11 between 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
while her car was parked at the New 
West Drive Garage. 
October 13, 2000 
A student reported the theft of her Fall 
2000 parking permit, which occurred on 
Oct. 12 between 2 and 2:30 p.m. at 
the new West Drive Garage. 
University maintenance reported dam-
age to a door at the Daughters of 
Charity, which occurred between 8 
a.m. and 1 p.m. 
. October 16, 2000 
A student reported that on Oct. 10, 
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m., his Fall 
2000 parking perrnit was stolen from 
his vehicle while it was parked at 
Garage C. 
October 17, 2000 
A student residing at University 
Meadows Apartments reported that 
sometime between Oct. 16 at 11 p.m. 
and Oct. 17 at 8:50 a.m. an unknown 
person broke into her vehicle, stealing 
a Pioneer CD player along with 100 CDs 
by various artists. The vehicle also 
received damage to a door lock. 
LONDON 
PARIS 
A student residing at University 
Me·adows reported that at 4 a.m .. his 
auto a'larm sounded. On checking his 
vehicle he didn't find anything unu~ua!l. 
However, at 10:45 a.m. the student did 
find that his trunk lock had been dam-
aged in an attempted break-in. 
A s~udent residing at University 
Meadows reported that sometime 
between Oct. 16 at 10 p.m. and Oct. 
17 at 8:50 a.m., some unknown person 
broke into her vehicle by damaging a . 
door lock ~to gain entry. Taken were a 
Pioneer CD player and a compact disc. 
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Michiko Itatani's "Radiant Space" exhibition is currently on display in Gallery 210 until Dec. 2. 
An~~t's exhibit COln~s to Gallery 210 for campus display 
BY ANNE PPRTER 
" "~ " " . , .......... " ..... .. .. .. , .. .. --... ~ .... -.-. 
staff editor 
Had Michiko ltatani not followed 
the advice of her friends, ber works 
wouklnO,w be on display in a literary 
collection, and not in an art gallery. 
However because she listened to 
her friends and elders, work. from her 
collections is on an exhibition called 
"Radiant Space' in Gallery 210. 
Radiant. Space is compiled from vari-
'ous ollections of Viable Elevation V-
, ~" Viable Ele ation Viable 
E'levation V-3, Hyperspi ce, VIrtual 
Landing and Radiant Space R-_, All 
works are untitled and courte-s)' of 
ltatani. 
Itatani, born in Japan, srndied phi-
losophy and literature. Itatani even 
began her career as an author and 
claimed some success in her Japanese 
writings. 
Itatani now teaches art and lives in 
Chicago. .. 
, I canle out of a literature philoso-
phy back;ground. Of course, history is 
also a very big intluence, but at the 
same time. there is a lot of inference 
from literature and philosoph" 
ltatani said. "I was very youug, my 
friend and my seniors told me, 
'Michiko, you are too young,. you do 
not have anything to write about. 
Why, ~on't you go somewhere you 
have never been and do something 
you have never done before?' '' 
Her ans\ver became moving to the 
United States and making art. 
'1t took a while to push my work 
in my direction," ltatani saiti 
Itatani admits her beginning as an 
artist was shaky and it was difficult 
knowing what she wanted to do. but 
at the same time not knowing what to 
do to accomplish it. 
Itatani says she retains her writing 
origins in the way she begins to create 
a painting. She begins by collecting 
resource materials, then looks at dif-
ferent perspectives, writes about what 
she wants to paint, then diagrams and 
photographs. With the image in mind, 
Itatani transforms the image and 
decides on what elements to utilize, 
In her works, ltatani uses the brusb 
and various accepted strokes, but she 
. also invents ways to combine the 
techniques to create the desired effect. 
Each painting requires about nine 
months to complete. 
With the completion of each work, 
Itatani learns more about the process 
of mastering art. 
"Process is a very inlportant way 
of developing ideas," Itatani.said. 
Her future works may be more 
complex or simpler. 
''1 have no idea and that's the most 
important and most exciting thing 
about being an artist. Going into the 
. unknown is an artist's job," Itatani 
said. 
Terry Suhre, the director of 
Gallery 210, first saw Itatani's work 
12 years ago and met her for the first 
time ten year's ago at an exhibition he 
was directing' at the Illmois State 
Museum in Sp~(l'field ltatmP~,s 
focus then was on lar17er-tban-lif-e 
human flgures. 
'1 am al\vays concerned about the 
human existence in th.e larger context 
of the universe, society and the body" 
both outside and inside, Itatani said. 
Itatani 'stood apart from the rest 
then. She w as using, as she said, large 
• ~vas with figures, androgynous fig-
lU'es in the state of agitation imd hun-
bling. Sometimes in distress, some-
times in anxiety, and sometimes in 
joy," Suhre said. 
This, Suhre noted, was in the early 
19805. 
'The idea of the figUre coming 
back into art after a decade or two of 
abstraction and a decade of conceptu-
al minimal art. This was something 
quite remarkable," Suhre said. 
1" 
From right to left: Artist Michiko Itatani, Jeff Sippel, printmaking 
instructor, and Linda Bangent work on some proofs for a final print 
in the printing lab in the Fine Arts Building. 
In "Radiant Space" it is very ea~y 
to see the pictures as geometric in 
nature, , but something else lingers 
below the surface. 
HIt is about this kind of dual nature 
we live in: the body, its inner and 
outer aspect" its relationship to the 
cosmos and the microcosm," Sullie 
said, 
In "Radiant Space," Itatani 
attached elevated panels to the main 
smface of the primar)' work. 
_ I "I look a! these small panels and 
thi!y lire l1.ke. when I . ee these, they 
are the little she of ellular ~­
pIes and then she sets them against 
the vast cosmic space," Suhre said. 
"What's nice is that ill a period of art 
that had become dehumanizing and 
completely cerebral we find this . 
humanization taking plae within 
[It.at.ani's] work of art." 
Itatani uses one repeating pattern 
as a common trend in her works . 
'The grid line is a signature 01 
[Itat.aui.) 11's carried through at leas t 
10 years. Its almost like her presence· 
asserts itself as an i~termittency 
between these microcosm back-
grounds," Suhre said. 
Suhre looh for certain criteria 
when he selects an exhibition. 
"As a curator, I like an artist who 
knows their craft because when you 
hang a panel on a wall, you really like 
it to stay square," Suhre said, 
Phillip Robinson, an assistant pro-
fessor of art and art history at UM-St. 
Louis, studied with Itatani as' arl 
undergraduate student at the 
University of Chicago, Julliard 
Institute between 1980 and 1984. 
'T learned a number of things 
[from ltatani.] One of them is the 
demand of being an artist in terrns of 
discipline. Looking carefully at what 
we 're doing . Itatani was very 
d,emanding, but ery understandii)g," 
Robinson said. '1tatani would support 
anyone who wa, doing good work, 
period, and help them and support 
them along the way." 
Robinson still uses Itatani's 
lessons to teach his students. 
"One of the things I definitely 
remem ber about what Itatani said, I 
tell my students now. You got to learn 
to do and not do. Doing and not doing 
and not doing and just watching 
sometimes can be just as important as 
a lot of activity." Robinson said. 
Itatani 's "Radiant Space" will be 
on display ilirough Dec. 2nd in 
Gallery 210. For more information, 
call (314) 516-5776. 
Project encourages children to involvement in political process 
BY SARA MUELLER 
TIus year on election day, 
November 7, 2000~ nearly 100,000 
area students in grades K-l2 will be 
going to the polls to cast their votes. 
No, the constitution has not been 
amended to lower the voting age to 
five' these students will be participat-
ing in a progranl called "Kids Voting." 
In order for "Kids Votiog" to be sue- . 
cessful, volunteers are needed to assist 
at the polls on election day. 
"Kids Voting" is a non-partisan, 
non-profit organization. Its goal is to 
teach the students how to be compe-
tent citizens and how to take part in 
the election process. Students taking 
part in the program learn about the 
election in a ten-week curriculum, and 
then they go to the polls with their par-
ents to cast their own special votes. 
The program, which began in 
Phoenix, Alizona, in 1988, has 
expanded nationally to over 40 states. 
There are currently 20 school districts 
in Missouri that are part of the pro-
gram. Nine of them are located in the 
St. Loms area. Nearly 160,000 stu-
dents statewide will take part in the 
program this year - an increase of 
96,000 from 1998. 
The nine local participating school 
districts include Rockwood, Fox, 
Mehlville, St. Louis, Clayton, 
University City, Parkway, Ritenour, 
and Ferguson~Florissant 
"Kids Voting - Missouri" is housed 
at the University of 11issouri -St. Louis 
along with the Citizenship Education 
Gearing House {CECH). Teresa M. 
Fischer is a professor of Citizenship 
Education at UMSL, and Timothy G. 
. O'Rourke is the Executive Director of 
"Kids Voting Missouri." . 
With voting percentages falling at 
an alarming rate, "Kids Voting" hopes 
to encourage children to participate in 
politiGS when they are adults. The stu-
dent's ballots will be tabulated, sent to 
the local media, and posted on the 
Inte~et. 
O'Rourke said, "We need parents 
and community members at the polIs 
to help the children and to make this a 
fun experience." 
Volunteers ate needed before 
school hours, 6-9 a,m., and after 
school hours, 2:30-7 p.m .. Volunteers 
are usually asked to work a 2-to 3-
hour shift. To volunteer, contact 
Sandy Diamond, the "Kids Voting" 
coordinator for the S1. Louis area, at 
sdiamond@umsl.edu or call 516-
6823. An online application is also 
available at the "Kids Voting-
Missouri" website http://kidsvoting 
.umsl.e.du. 
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I>Nothing is so good as 
it seems beforehand. '" 
-George' Elio t 
Credit : www.quotablequotes.net 
"No one ever went 
broke unde.restimating 
the b\$te- Qf the 
American public. 
-H. L Mencken 
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net 
T ousandth issue allows for reflection 
T he staff of tlle "St. ' Louis Pust-Dispatch" has earned 
new respect,at least as far as 
my opinion is concerned, Last 
VI'eek, all of us at The Current pro-
duced a record issue of 30 pages. 
The last record was 24 pages, but. 
it was in tabloid style and had half 
_ the page size of the one we. use now. 
I had no idea about the amount of 
work that was required to make a 
paper with individual sections and 
with more tbar130 pages per day 
especially when I work all week just 
to put together one page of articles. 
r understand, The "Post-Dispatoh" 
has to do this to stay competitive in 
today's market, and as a result, to 
pay for a much larger staff. I have 
gained. a new respect for their dili-
gence. 
In order to prepare for a hard-
working week, we star1ed to gather 
ideas as early as last semester. Then, 
at the beginning of this semester, 
our discussions really took a good 
direction. 
Four weeks before the issue, I 
assigned stories to my wp ters and 
compiled a list of possible profile 
stories. Of'course, nut all of the sug-
gested articles were even written' or 
published. I estimate that the aver-
age survival rate of completed sto-
ries is about 50 percent In addition 
to all these possible assignments, I 
looked through all the archives of 
The Cunent. David Baugher, the 
page designer, worked \vith me to 
mark potential reprint articles. 
David 's idea of comparing articles 
in a sort of then-and-now format 
worked nicely. My writer Sara 
Mueller suggested writing an article 
on the history of the sororities and 
fraterni'ties, which are located on 
and, off campus. I thought this was 
an approeriate move, because in my 
.,digs through the archives, I found 
many pieces that featured the Greek 
societies. 
Many styles have changed since 
the 1960s, when the flfSt Current 
was printed. 
For example in 1968, some stu-
dents formed a caver 's club. Today 
we call them spelunkers. Also in the 
, 60s, UMSL held Halloween 
dances, in which the attendants 
wore costumes. Thomas Jefferson 
Library and Clark Hall had their 
official names for the fIrst time. 
"Diane Chandler, a Playboy play-
mate, visited campus in 1969 of all 
years (somehow the most appropri-
ate issue). Some advertisers in the 
'60s and '70s were Budwieser and 
FalStaff. An inteJ;esting Falstaff ad 
line was "Great Beer' BeUie·s are 
Made, Not Born. ' The ad showed a 
thin young woman (who. probably 
. didn't drink Falstaff) .with a ' navel 
fitting version of 'a Falstaff bottle 
cap. Juarez TequiJaused the entic-
ing caption "Rare, yet so well 
done," to compete with all the beer. 
In the early days, the staff also 
featured "The Current Co-ed" with 
the picture of a lovely young female. 
student and some cheesy line, like 
"We don't normally attend class, but 
we attend to see Betsy Beaver, this 
week's Current Coed. Betsy is from 
Greenland with lovely blonde locks 
and green eyes." By the way, that is 
not a ;real one. I made it up, but they 
all follow the same tasteless line. 
. In 1968, the students conducted 
semi-annual duck roundups. In the 
late 19705, the staff printed an arti-
cle headlined "A Large Number of 
Housewives Return to School." A 
returning homemaker is quoted in 
the story saying, "It was scary step-
ping out of the safe everyday world 
of home and kids, ana stepping into 
the unfamiliar world of school." 
In the '70s, advertisers include a 
porno drive-in, located on St. 
Charles Rock Road. 
One 1971 flick was called "Gigi 
Goes to Pot" with a caption that read 
"a wildly erotic weekend adventure 
in pot parties and sex orgies." 
No one under 18 was allowed. 
probably because of the "in-color" 
graphic natme. After the '70s, not 
much else interesting or graphic 
really occurred. James Doohan, 
who played "Scotty" on Star Trek, 
visited UM-St. Louis in 1983. The 
red directory signs that read 
"Student Parking" were also 
installed at that time: 
We will always have the glory of 
those adult movies and be.er adver-
tisements to remind us of our root.~ 
as a newspaper. They say history 
repeats itself . . Hopefully, next time 
they will use better captions. 
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<Jke Current 
OUR OPINION 
Curators' language poilicy 
is step in right direction 
Last week, the Board of Curators 
adopted a policy on language profi-
ciency, the first . of its kind at the 
University of Missouri. By doing 
this, the University has begun mov-
ing in the right direction.,. but there is 
still a bit to go. 
A survey conducted last year at 
all four UM campuses showed that 
15 percent of students had com-
plained about an instructor whose 
English was difficult to understand. 
The policy adopted by the cura-
tors will require department chairs 
to certify that regular faculty have an 
adequate grasp of the language 
before making teaching assign-
ments. The chairs will work with 
deans to help those faculty who 
receive complaints or poor student 
evaluations. Under the policy, stu-
dents must be notified in writing in 
each class whom to contact if they 
expelience communication prob-
lems with an instructor. 
The framework this policy estab-
lishes will certainly -help alleviate 
some of the problem. But at its core, 
the problem isn>t so much about an 
instructor's proficiency in English as 
it is about general problems in COffi-
munication between instructors and 
students. 
For instance, an instructor who is 
fluent in English can still have trou~ 
ble expounding a vague concept to 
his or her audience. 
At UMSL, there is another angle 
to consider. The growing number of 
dorm rooms on campus has led to an 
increase in interruitional students . 
How do instructors bridge the com-
munication gap to reach these stu-
dents? 
Clearly, there is no one-size-fits-
all solution to the communication 
dilemma As the UMSL admin~sn'a­
tion determines how this policy will 
be implemented on our campus, we 
hope they consider the following: 
Students need a clear way to . 
voice their concerns about an 
instructor's ability to communicate. 
There must be some sort of 
accountability in this process, Who 
will ensure that department chaiLs 
are properly addressing problems 
within their departments? 
Finallv, what resources can be 
made available to both students and 
faculty to help them communicate 
better'> 
LETTER 
New policy on language 
proficiency will improve 
instructors' us.e of the 
English language but may 
IIDt bridge t he communi-
cat ion gap between stu-
dents afld their profes-
sors. 
Wes~; 
~tudents need to voice 
'their concerns and pay 
attention to the help the 
new policy will pfOvide, 
such as the list of people 
to contact if experienc-
ing communicatio.n prob-
. !:ems with an instructor. 
Write a letter to the editor 
about this issue or anytt>J'ing 
else on your mind. 
Student offers advice for new SGA officers 
A new set of Student Government 
Association officers was elected 
recently by the student body. Here are 
some suggestions to them, so that 
they can serve all students, not just the 
few who are in student organizations. 
First, do not belittle last year's 
SGA. Yes, there were problems last 
year. However, there were many hard-
working students in last year's SGA, 
including many faithful representa-
tives who came to the meetings. If 
you belittle last year's SGA too much, 
you could lose hard-working students 
who care about students and student 
government. 
Second, you · cannot throw out 
rules that you do not like. SGA is a 
democracy. The SGA constitution and 
bylaws have to be followed until they 
are changed, A quorum is needed to 
conduct official business . 
Organizations must have written 
proxiC's, if the listed representative can 
not attend a meeting. The comptroller 
cannot have any official duties, 
because it does not exist in the cnnst"i-
tution. These are the rules under 
which SGA must operate. or else 
there will be chaos. 
Third, find a more co.nvenient time 
for SGA meetings. Classes are held 
throughout the day on this campus. 
This campus h a good nwnber of 
evening studen who can not attend 
day meetings, thereby they are not 
repre ented by the SGA. Sunday 
meetings have been held in the past 
by the SGA and were well attended. 
This idea should be con&idered again, 
since many parts of the campus are 
open, so students could do other 
things besides attending the SGA 
meeting. 
FInally, the propo ed SGA consti-
tution on Oct. 10 j. not yet ready to be 
approved by the ssembly. There are 
still many changes that need to be 
made in order to have a constitution 
that will meet the needs of all stu-
dents. I will bring forth a number of 
ameodment~ at the next SGA meet-
ing, so that the proposed constitUtion 
reflects better all students needs. 
SGA L to represent all students, 
not ju . the mi.nority of students who 
are in student organizations and/or 
attend day classes. This i . something 
that I oope me new SGA administra-
tion will remember this year, 
--Stevell Wolfe 
How do you feel about the topics we've written 
about in the Opinions section this week? 
• 
• Board of CuratorsJ new English proficiency policy 
.• "ano,Q~ ~ge Umitiiws in"jlte lhti1ed States 
• Priorities for the new SGA officers 
You can make your voice heard 
in a variety of ways! 
October 23, 2.000 
Issue No. t090 ,causes 
random afterthoughts 
I 'm amazed. Somehow OUI 30-page lOOOth·issue made it to the printer and onto newsstands last 
week, and from what I hear, peopJe 
enjoyed it. I had serious doubts iliat 
the monster would even be fin-
ished, but we pully<! it out 
As you might imagine, " the 
intense effort that went into produc-
ing the l000th issue has left many 
Current staffers scatterbrained and 
sleep-deplived, myself included. 
For that reason, 
this column will con-
sist of scatterbrained 
thoughts and half-
developed ideas, 
although I'm not so 
sure my column 
doesn ' t usually CO[)-
sist of such things. 
My keyboard has 
some of the nastiest 
funk this side of the 
chief: I am now an expert on what 
to do and wbat not to do when mak-
ing a lOOOth issue, I'd be happy to 
offer you my services for the low 
one-time fee of $300, subject to 
change based on inflation_ 
1t was great fun to meet all lhe 
previous edit.ors-in-chief who 
attended our litt1e CUrrent alumni 
reception last Monday_ 
You knO\>.:, we' ve been having a 
lot of trouble watching TV over 
here. The reception 
'.inside the Student 
Center is horrible, 
and the .cable still 
isn't hooked up. I 
probably should be 
grateful, since the 
s taff's -productivity 
wou1d drop dramati-
cally .if we could 
watch Rams games 
on Sunday . . 
Mississippi, yet Mom I know 
somehow the keys dOSH RENAUD you mean well, but 
type so much more .. .... .... "-....... _ .. " ....... .. ,,, "" .. " .. , you' ve got to stop 
nicely than any other - editor-:in-cbie! asking me about all 
keyboard in our the.~e girls . I know 
office. you mean well, but I m not looking 
Rjght outside our office there's a for the hook-up, I'm really nOt. 
. bank of soda machines. If what I've Special thanks to Dave's Mom, 
heard is true, then there 's ,enough as \¥e call !her ~tionate1y, for let-
"Yellow 5" in there to keep an ting us take -advantage of her supe-
entire generation of Americans rior typing skills for 'the lOOOth 
from procreating. For the love of issue. . 
God, I hope my friends were just On a totally ume1ated note, 
pulling my leg_ George Schmidt, his pizza guys, 
Why in the world did U} ... ISL and catering staff all deserve 
pick red and yellow as its colors if medals of honor for the great work 
everything about the school was they did helping us get our "Free 
going to have a '"river" theme? Food" events going last w~ek 
Speaking of rivers, when are the Thanks guys I 
-soccer Rivermen going to score a And tharik you, dear reader, for 
goal? taking the time to open this issue 
The lOOOth issue, nice as it was, and to ,make it through , this 
would have been a heck of a lot wretched column. I promise I'll 
easier to make if we had done more sleep more and bring you a better-
than just set goals. We should have organized column nex t week. One 
mapped out a way to reach those final thought We ne-ed a news edi-
goals over a longer period of time. tor. 
A note for all future editors-in-
American age litnits 
deserve second look 
I read in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch last week that 
Augustus Busch III is lobbjing 
to have the legal drinking age 
reduced from 21 to 18. Given that 
Busch owns One of the largest 
brewing operations in the country, 
I am a bit cynical about his 
motives: Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving (MADD) wasn ' t too 
opera~e a car, which is one of the 
deadlie t contraptions ever ,invent-
ed . When several thousand 
pounds of steel mOves in excess of 
60 .miles per hour, the decisions 
you make can easily be a matter of 
life and death. 
But on ,the subject of life, the 
legal age of sex.ual consent is as 
low as 14 :in some states. When 
you consider that 
~ex is an activity 
that can result in the 
generation of 
another living 
impressed either, 
and said it would 
oppose any such 
efforts. Now I'm 
not a big proponent 
of l3usch beer in 
the first place -
I'd rather have a 
Murphy 's ~ aM I 
am · definitely 
against drunk dri-
ving, but when it 
comes to age limits 
in this country, 1'd 
say we:re long ,,~.~.~~.t:- ,,'?~~.~.~.~~-' 
being, it makes you 
wonder who priori-
tized all of this . Not 
to worry, though, 
there's a catch - if 
your are 14 you can 
only legally have 
sex with individuals 
between the ages of . 
14-20; once you 
turn 21 (there 's that 
number again) you 
overdue for a sec-
ond look at our poli-
managing edi tor 
cies. If ypu disagree with me, read 
on,' and just maybe you'll change 
your' mind. 
Twenty-one is the legal age fqr 
purchasing alcohol in America, 
however, you can cast your vote to 
elect the leader of this coUntry 
when you are 18. Being 18 also 
means, at least in the eyes of the 
U.S. government, that yo\.! are suf-
ficiently mature to go overseas and 
fight and die for your country. Not . 
that deadly force is so far away at 
home, either. Some states allow 
the purchase of shotguns and rifles 
at the age of 18, but if you want a 
handgun, you have to wait until 
you are 21. 
But you only need to be 16 to 
are not supposed to have sex with 
anyone young~r than 18. 
But if at the age of 14 you com-
mit murder (perhaps with an ille-
gally obtained firearm Which, inci-
dentally, was probably much e<;lSi-
er to obtain than a legal one would 
. have been) , you may be certified to 
stand trial as an adult, so it's as 
good as being 21, only without the 
car or the beer or any of the rest of 
it. 
Hut even if you are 21, and no 
longer legally a minor, you still 
cannot rent or sign the iease for 
that car which you could drive at 
age 16! . 
Any wonder American kids ' 
have an identity crisis? 
·Ig·arasbi 
tSUrnl · , 
. bY "'~taff photograpber 
Bob Baumann 
Assistant Director/Center for 
International Studies · 
----,,--'---
Enjoying a pretty spring day 
and, anti-war rally under the 
big oak by lake. 
-'---- " ~-,---
Noel Koranda 
J. C. Penney Building 
-~--,,---
My earliest memories were 
a campus of friendly, caring 
people. The groundskeep. 
ing was extraordinary! 
-:;-- -:--- " --:,---
Takako Nomi 
Graduate/Soctology 
:~--=--'-- " --~ 
Good food. 
Shuttle bus service after 
the library closes. 
No geese. 
---:--:--- " -:---' 
Vorhena Panama 
Senior / Social Work 
----,,---
Improve on -athletic publicity 
because the majority of stu· 
dents still don't know of 
other athletic teams that this 
school provides. 
----,,---
October 23,2000 
BY DAVE KINWOR'I"HY 
staff editor 
With Meghan Kenney assuming 
the goaltending position and a 
strong second half goal by Corinne 
Chik, who scored off a pass frOIl). 
Lindsey Siemens, the 
Riverwomen's soccer team downed 
Southern Indiana and moved to 7-
2-1 in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference. . 
SoutheI;Il Indiana came into the 
contest tied for first place in the 
GLVC with a record of7-I, but the 
Riverwomen put a stop to that with 
the goal from Chik and a spectacu-
lar goal-line clearailce by Jennifer 
Terbrock. 
"Our kids are', finally comiilg 
together and everybody is con-
tributing," Head Coach Beth Goetz 
said. "We did a lot of talking this 
week and worked on some things at 
practice to get everybody rejuve-
nated for the last two weeks here. 
We are.just glad that it came togeth-
" . er tonight. You need to win one of 
these big games to prove that you 
can do it and Southern Indiana is a 
good team." 
With · a St. Joseph's loss or a 
UM -St. Louis conference victory, 
the'Riverwomen will make history 
as they will host their first-ever 
conference tournament game on 
Don Dallas Stadiuri:t. 
'That is what you are shooting 
for, is to get home field advantage," 
. Goetz said. '1t is obviously excit-
mg. Hopefully that home field 
advantage will belp us get off. to a 
good' start in the tournament." 
The victory over Southern 
Indiana also was redemption from 
last year's . 4-0 defeat, a game all · 
. seniors remembered, as the match 
against Southern Indiana this past 
weekend was their last home regu-
lation game, . 
"It just shows that we are finally 
there, knocking on people's doors 
and saying you better ,show up to 
play us everyday," Goetz said. 
"We've had a great group of kids in 
there and we bave had a few trans-
fers, but this is what you want for 
them to go out their senior year and 
to be a part of a winning program 
and to show that their hard work 
has made something happen out 
there. You always hate to see iliem 
go at the end of the season; but we 
still have a lot of s~ason left to go." 
Previously, the Riverwomen tied 
a match against arch-riyal SIU-
Edwardsville 2-2 in a conference 
thriller. SID-Edwardsville was tied 
for first place with Northern 
Kentucky with a record of 7 -0-2 in 
the GLVC. . 
SIU-Edwardsville came out in 
the first half and recorded two 
unanswered goals 0:22 and 6: 13 
'into the game. But the Riverwomen 
would not surrender as they record-
ed two unanswered goals in the sec-
ond half coming from Chik and 
Lindsay Jones to even the contest. 
The Riverwomen came out gun-
ning as they outshot SIU-
Edwardsville 1O-~ in the second 
half. 
UMSL and , SIU-Edwardsville 
played 120:00, but the game ended 
in a tie, Goaltender Kenney record-
ed the tie for the Riverwomen as I 
she turned away eight of ten shots 
by SIU-Edwardsville. 
The Rivermen compete in a soccer game behind the blazes of a bonfire. These events were all 
part of the. Midnight Madness Qelebration used to kick off the basketball season. 
Madness brings basketball into light 
BY NICK BOWMAN 
................ ''' , ... , .. "," .. , ........... ~ ....... -..... , 
staff writer 
The 2000-2001 renditions of UM-
St Loui$ basketball met on the floor of 
the Mark Twain Gymnasium two 
weeks ago for their first official scrim· 
mage of the season. 
At the stroke of midnight, women's 
Head Coach Shelly Ethridge put her 
girls in the spotlight in front of over 
150 screaming fans, making sure that . 
the girls had not lost their champi-
onship form from a year ago. 
''This is going to be an interesting 
night for me because this will be the 
first time that I see my girls playa 
game this season," Ethridge said over 
the public address system .. 
After a short 20 minure perfor-
mance, the women left the court to a 
standing ovation from the crowd, as 
Ethridge handed the microphone to 
men's Head Coach Mark Bernsen: 
After a short slam-dunk competition, 
the men took the court, looking to earn 
some points with their coaching staff, 
After their session, th~ Rivermen 
were well-received by the fans in atten-
dance at the program. 
The program, sponsored by the 
University Program Board and headed 
by UPB vice-president Aaron Kohrs, 
was thought by many to be a success. 
"It was possibly one of the best 
midnight sessions that the University 
has had to date," said Kohrs. 'The 
turnout was excellent, and we accom-
plished our goals," 
The two main goals of the night 
were to show strong student support 
for the basketball progran1S and to 
draw as many people as possible. 
Planning for the annual event tradi-
tionally starts 1-2 months in advance, 
but this year's programwa, put togeth-
er in just over three weeks, 
"We were a little behind with our 
schedule, but we took; care of every-
tlUllg," said Kohrs, "Overall, the pro-
gram went great" 
The tunes of the UMSL pep band, 
of which Kohrs is also a mem~r, were 
also enlisted for the night. With a new 
slate of music' and the leadership of Dr. 
Bill Richardson, the band should have 
no problem keeping its darling status 
with Athletic Director Pat Dolan, 
"Pat has been extremely helpful in 
the planning of tj1e. whole night," said 
Kohrs. "She has always been willing 
to lend a hand" 
Refreshment, were provided free-
of-charge to the fans, who were also 
admitted for free, 
Funding for the program came from 
student fees, with sponsorship from 
UPB , Athletics, Student Activities, 
Auxiliary and Food Services. 
Volleyball team swipes se~ match from St. Joseph's 
BY DAVE KINWORTHY 
. , •• • ••• ~ • • •• , •• 4 • • • •• • u ......... , • • • _ ••• "- . . . .... .... , ..... . . .... . . 
staff editor 
Led by some key kills by senior 
outside hitter Holly Zeout the 
Ri ve[women' s volleyball team 
defeated St. Joseph 's in four games 
and moved to 5-5 in the Great Lakes 
Valley Conference. 
In the first game, the Riverwomen 
led 7-6, but St. Joseph's came back 
and did not allow UM-St. Louis to 
score another point, defeating the 
Rivenyomen 15-7. 
But in the . econd game, the 
Riverwomen were leading 12-9 
when Zrout took command of the 
match with a kill and then served 'out 
the remainder of the set, winning 15-
9. 
The third game was a nail-biter as 
the Riverwomen were in jeopardy of 
falling behind two games to one as 
the score was U-14· in favor of St. 
Joseph 's. But with UM-St Louis 
having the serve, zrout put on an 
. exhibition as she recorded two kills 
to move the score to 13-14, before . 
freshman Melissa Frost and Zrout 
teamed up for a block to even the 
Darren BruneI The Clqruni 
Dwight De Leon moves the baU towards the goal in an unsucess-
ful effort to break the Rivermen's scoreless streak of 9 games. 
contest at 14-14. Zrout then recorded 
two more kills and Kelby Saxwold 
served the winner as the Riverwomen 
took the third game 16-14. 
"I think I was just out for blood," 
Zrout said. "You get on a roll, there is 
nothing topping. Y9U,) wanted every 
. et and the setter [Stacy Pearl) was 
setting great. It was just awesome." 
"TIley couldn t stop her," Head 
Coach Denise Sil ve.~ter said. 'They 
got caught in a bad rotation where 
their setter. who wa~ not. very tall, 
had to block against Holly and she 
was just able to attack over the set-
ter." 
W'ith Zrout on it roll , the 
Riverwomen jumped ahead early 8-6 
and never looked back as they defeat-
~d St. Joseph's 15-6 to win the fourth 
set and the match. 
''We got momentum." Zrout said , 
"Although we Were d wn .the first 
game I was proud of us that we ame 
back, fought hard and there was no 
stopping us after the third game. I 
knew that we were going to kill them 
in the fourth game." 
Silvester, after the game. made it 
clear that every match the remainder 
of the sea on is important for the 
Riverwomen's volleyball team and 
their conference standings. 
"We are in a position where every 
single one of these matches from 
here on out is crucial for us," 
Silvester said. "St. I oe's pI yed an 
a\ esome defense against us, but they 
have nothing to 10 e, We are fighting 
for po ition for playoffs and I think 
that is making the girls a little tense." 
The Riverwomen travel to 
Kentucky to take on Kentucky 
Wesleyan and Bellarmine in two con-
ference matches Oct. 27 and 28. 
R-men fall to 1-8-1 in Iconference 
as season's end approaches 
BY DAVE KINWORTHY 
.. .. . ..... ... . . ~ . ... • .. • .... ••• ..... H .. • .. • • • • .. • ••• ••••• ... ·~· ~ 
stalf editor 
A first-half goal 31:38 into the 
contest was enough as Southern 
Indiana defeated the men's sOccer 
team and pushed the Rivermen's 
record to 1-8-1 in the Great Lakes 
Valley Conference and 3-13-1 over-
. all. 
The goal came off a cross from 
Southern Indiana 's John Havill and 
Matt Settle.s was there to volley the 
ball into the net, past goaltender 
Kevin McCarthy. McCarthy 
remained strong in the first half 
though, as ' he stopped a series of 
Southern Indiaria shots 'near the goal 
with brilliant saves on three of them. 
Southern Indiana came into the 
. contest 4-4-1 in the GLVC and 5-8-1 
overaU, but the 0-10-1 all-time 
record against UM-St. Louis did not 
faze them as they tallied two second-
half goals to secure the victory over 
the Rivermeri 3-0. 
McCarthy stood strong in the sec-
ond half also as he stopped 14 of 16 
shots in the second half. 
The Rivermen were al 0 praying 
in the contest without senior captain 
Josh Fair and junior Mike Matter 
who were both serving suspensions 
for accumulated yellow cards. 
"When you are missing two key 
players like Josh and tv'like who were 
serving their yellow cards, you have 
a void to fill;' Head Coach Hannibal 
Najjar said_ "As young as we are, we 
were going to have some problems, 
We were there in the first half, but in 
the second half, we gave up a little bit 
because I made a switch. I tried to 
use my sweeper Kyende [Bormentar] 
to push it up. I did not have as many 
options without Mike and Josh 
there," 
Although it was another loss for 
the Rivermen, for four seniors, Tim 
Besmer, Zach Welker, Fair and 
McCarthy, it was their last home 
game as UMSL soccer players. 
"I had a joyful group of young 
men and I thank them for their class," 
Naijar' said. 'They were the leaders 
of this team and showed it in the 
locker room and on the field." 
Previously, the Riverrnen lost a 
pair of games to SIU-Edwardsville at 
home 1-0 and UM-Rolla 0-3to move 
their scoreless streak to nine games. 
In the conference match against 
SlU-Edwardsville, UMSL was over-
matched as the Rivermen were out-
shot 25-5 against a tean1 that came 
into the contest tied for iirst place in 
the conference with a record of 6-2. 
In the second half alone, SIU-
Edwardsville outshot the Rivermen 
18-1. McCarthy stood strong in the 
nets though, stopping 10 of II shots 
on goal, but at 74:23 into the contest, 
Chris Canacho of SIU-Edwardsville 
clinched the game for his team, 
The Rivermen move on to face 
conference nval Quincy Oct. 22 and 
then finished the remainder of the 
sea.~on up against Lindenwood Oct. 
28. 
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GAMES 
Women's 
Volleyball 
at Kentucky Wesleyan 
7:00 pm, Fri., Oct. _7 
at Bellarmine 
12:00 pm, Sat, Oct 28 
M en's 
Soccer 
at Lindenwood 
7:(}() Plt4 Sat., Oct ~8 
Basketba ll 
Watch for Men's and 
Women's season schedules 
coming soon. 
M idnight adness . kicked offseason well 
LATillT Scoop 
.. 0 ' • • • • • _ • • • • , ' ' _~""' " • • _.~i" ... . ..... . _ ....... ..... . ,., •• • • ~ ." . 
NICK BOWMAN 
Well, it's time again for me to 
spew my opinions onto the unsuspect-
ing public. I could talk about the fall 
of the Cards or how great the St. 
Louis Rams are or inform everyone 
that hockey season has started. 
r could talk about all of my 
"expert" OpiniOI1S on, the wide world 
of sports, but I'm in a really good 
mood so instead, r II use my powers 
that be and actually talk some good. 
Last weekend, the Mark TWain 
Building played host to great basket-
ball games. 
But this program was possibly 
one of the best that I've. ever attend-
ed as a student at UM -St. Louis. I and 
150 of my closest friends well, that 
may be a stretch) arrived courtside 
around 11 :30 p.m., buzzing off of 
many pots of coffee and soda,' and 
the first thing we found out was that 
thei'e was free pizza in the hallway. A 
quick note to program organizers - if 
you want. people to show up at a pro-
gram, especially college srudents, 
offer free food. I actually postponed 
my dinner that evening so that I could 
partake in the pizza dinner that 
George from Food Services so gra-
ciously rounded up for us, Besides, 
my apartment cabinets are so bare that 
all r currently have in the way. offood-
stuffs is a can of bullion cubes and 
some soy sauce. 
Anyway, 'after a short meal break. I 
ran to the court in time to see the 
2000-200l Riverwomen take the 
court for the first time this season. 
This was a doubly romantl . moment 
for me. One of my greatest memories 
from my rookie year as a sports scribe 
will always be calling Melanie Mar'cy 
on the day that the girls accepted their 
bid to the. NCAA. AJso, UM-Rolla 
transfer Christy Lane was a Jefferson 
County product like myself - she 
attended Seckman High School while 
I attended Windsor and I was looking 
forward to seeing her play at the col-
legiate level. 
After the women played their 
game, a raffle was held for the fans by 
OPB , with the prizes ranging ,from 
phone cards to T-shirts. W'hen the 
woman announced one of the. winning 
numbers. it took me about seven min-
utes and 27 repetitions over the public 
address to rea lize that one of the num-
bers was mille. Instead of walking up 
to the mike like a moron, I handed the 
ticket to one of my brothers .. 
As the excitement calmed, the pep 
band blared their incredible musical ' 
ham10ny. and the guys took the court. 
lf students need an excuse to come to 
the game, they should check out the 
pep band. These are some of the 
greatest guys and gals that I've ever 
been around and a heck of a band to 
boot. 
Bernsen had the guys fire the 
rafters up ,'lith a small dunking exhi-
bition and if the upcoming season 
resembles . anything like tbat sCrUnc 
mage did, it looks like my job may be 
a lot more exciting, . 
One last tlling, I really urge all stu-
dents to come to check out the basket-
ball teams as well as any of the other 
programs when the time arises. Not 
even a Rick Reily, a Bob Costa~ or 
even a Nick Bowman could ever truly 
describe the atmosphere, 
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MOVIES 
October 
27 
"Book of Shadows: 
Blair Witch 2" 
"Lucky Numbers" 
"The Yards" 
"Blow Dry" 
"Squelch" 
"Monkey Bone" 
"Goya in Bordeaux" 
" Beautiful" 
28·29 
"La Strada" 
(Tivoli's classic world 
cinema series) 
"Rashomon" 
(Tivoli's classic world 
cinema series) . 
November 
3 
"Billy Elliot" 
"Red Planet" 
. Charlie's Angels 
The Legend of Bagger 
Vance 
St. Louis International Film 
Festival Nov.3-12 
(at the Tivoli, Hi-Pointe, 
and St.Louis Art Museum) 
10 
Men of Honor 
17· 
Bounce 
Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch 
Stole Christmas 
Rugrats in Paris 
Original Sin 
The Golden Bowl 
The 6th Day 
Requiem for a Dream 
You Can Count on Me 
18-19 
Rashamon (Tivoli's classic 
world cinema series) 
MARQUEE-RAMBllNGS 
CATHERINE 
MARQUIS-HOMEYER . 
October 23,2000 
A rare treat fOTfilra fans . 
Classic foreign films come· to St.· Louis 
The Tivoli Theatre, located on Delmar will play host to a series of 
classic foreign films called "A.round the World in Eight Weeks." 
BY C.ATHERINE 
MARQUiS-HOMEYER 
.. ·· .. ·· .. .. · .. ·, .. "St'?i]/'ediio;. .. ···• ·· .. ·· .. .. ·· ·-
This fall certainly . is a great time 
for fans of fih:n. Not only do we get . 
the upcoming St. Louis 4ntemational 
Film Festival., but starting Oct. 21, the 
Tivoli Theater will be running its own 
. film festival, "Around the World in 
Eight Weeks," a series of classic for-
eign films. Sponsored by UMSL's 
KWMU -. NPR in St. Louis and 
Landmark Theaters (which runs the 
Tivoli), the series will feature some of 
the ~test foreign lan"cruage films 
ever, over an eight-week11lll for the 
series. Each classic film will run 
Saturday and Sunday over two week-
ends, overlapping with another in the 
series. Although the series starts Ott. 
21, it will be on-hold the weekends of 
Nov. 4 and 11 , when the Tivoli will be 
running only films from the St. Louis 
International Film Festival, but will 
start up again the next Saturday, Nov. 
18. A schedule for the series, with the 
dates and times for' all the films, is 
available at the Tivoli Theater. That 
the series is running in the Tivoli 
Theatre is an extra bonus, as the Tivoli 
is a beautifully restored 1920s movie 
theatre that is a treat to visit and could-
n't be more appropriate for classic 
films. 
ALBUM REVIEWS 
Radiohead retains fans 
BY TRAVIS BURSIK 
sp~~i~l'i;"ib'~ ci;';;(;i1," ........ 
Rarely has 11. record been as antici-
pated as Radiohead's fourth full-
length album, KID A. Three years 
after 1997's OK Computer ent the 
world of rockjoumahsm scraping the 
bottom . of their thes~UI1.IS for syn-
onyms for "epic" and "brilliant," the ' 
hype surrounding the release of KID A 
has made a backlash almost 
inevitable. Seldom do things so wide-
ly anticipated live up to the ex.pecta" 
tions of the public fervor. 
Radiohead is one of the few bands 
that completely reinvent themselves 
with . each new album. Indeed, 
Radiohead fans may be the only fans 
that would be disappointed if the band 
released the same album tv,1ce. To 
stop growing is to start dying, and 
Radiohead constantly proves that to 
be true. KID A is as far from OK 
Computer as that was from 1995's 
The Bends. Gone are the traditional 
• • 
rock stru 'tures (verse/chorus/verse) to 
which most bands tie themselves. For 
the first time in their career, the gui-
tarist, the proverbial Holy Grail of 
rock and roll, has been almost com-
pletely discarded. HigAly. reminiscent 
of arti ts like Autechre and Aphex 
Twin, KID A focuses its harmony on 
more inorganic mediums like -organs, 
loops, and samples. It's different, but it 
works beautifully. Songs like "How to 
Disappear Completely" and "Motion 
Picture Soundtrack" show that Thorn 
Yorke is still as capable of breaking 
your heart as ever, and the solid song-
v,.Titing and arrangements that made 
The Bends and OK Computer so mag-
ical are still as prevalent as ever. 
After the mania surrOunding the 
r<!kase of KID A has settled (the same 
mania that 'possessed hundreds of 
fans, myself illcluck;d, to wait in line 
for lID hour to purchase the albuin the 
midnight of its release), Radiohead 
will still be left with a wonderful and 
beautiful record. The reviews of this 
album have been glutted with torrid. 
imagery and awkward metaphors, but 
that is inconsequential to the fact that 
KID A &tands as one of the best 
albums to come out this year. It cer-
tainly will aliellfile part of their fan-
base, but. that has to be expected in 
such situations. Thorn Yorke ends the 
album w.ith a promise: '1 will see you 
in the next life." Given that the follow-
up is already slated for a May release, 
we won't have to wait that long. 
'Alone & Together'. sounds 
too me low, monot onous 
BY DEREK SAGLE EVANS 
.. .. " ..... ... ........ ..... " ............ "." ...... .- .... , ... ... " .. _, 
special to Ibe Current 
Dave Black is recognized for his 
expertise in jazz and blues guitar, and 
teaches at Washington University. In 
1996 and 1997, Black won first place 
in the acoustic guitar category at the 
st. Louis Music Awards. His talent 
and ability should be recognized, but 
unless acoustic guitar is a geme of 
. music you adore, "Alone & Together" 
. may disappoint listeners. After a 
while, all the songs sound the same; 
guitar music is,guitar music. 
Black, described as a free-lance 
guitarist, presents a compact disc of 
mostly guitar · music. But on the 
"Solar" cut, Paul ' DeMarinis accom-
panies Black on tenor saxophone, and 
'" 
T he great fIlm historian and critic, David Robinson, said 
of fIlm history: "Cinema his-
tory is generally more complex than 
that of any other art ... the cinema 
involves an aesthetic, a technology, 
an economy, and an audience; and 
all four of these elements will con-
dition what moving images appear 
upon the screen at any particular 
place and in any period." I agree 
with that description entirely. 
Film history is a hobby of mine, 
and I also enjoy studying filrnmak-
on "TIils Masquerade," Beth Tuttle 
supplies the vocals. Sandy Weltman 
accomparues Black on 
"SlilllIIlertime" on the diatonic har-
moruca. 
In "This Masquerade," Tuttle's 
voice is deep, husky, and jazzy like 
some of the best jazz singers. Black's 
performance blends into the back-
ground while she sings. Tuttles's 
voice provides variety over the some-
"times monotonous guitar music. Her 
scat and lyrical vocal performance 
makes me wish it was her CD, not 
Black's CD. 
The "Alone & Together" cut fol-
. lows '''This Masquerade," and is a 
catchy antithesis for it too. 
The songs are old, familiar stan-
dards like "Ain' t Misbebavin '," 
ing technique and film as an. art 
form (yes, it's an entertainment, but 
like books,jt is also an art form, and 
it's hru;der ' to do than you might 
think). Someone here ' at The 
Current suggested I write an arti:Cle 
on the history of fIlm, since I'm an 
amateur fIlm historian. I didn' t think 
I could write much of a history in a 
short article, yet I may occasionally 
write a bit on the. history of film 
from time to time, with a local slant 
where possible, since this is a spe-
cial interest of mine. Like any kind 
cowritten and made famous by Fats 
Waller, and "Somewhere Over the 
Rainbow" along with "Georgia on my , 
Mind" and others, sound nothing like 
the original songs previously recorded 
and performed. Others like "On 
Green Dolphin Street" barely resem-
ble the original compositionS; howev~ 
er, "St. Lpuis ,Blues" slightly resem-
bles the original composition. 
Black's "Alone & Together" is 
. soft, mellow, sometimes monotonous, 
and good for background music dur-
ing dinner. with frienps, but unless you 
are absolutely passionate about the 
sound of acoustic guitar, "Alone & 
Together" is not a "must-buy" com-
pact disc. 
of history, knowledge of the past 
often sharpens and deepens ' your 
appreciation of the present, and 
might also prove entertaining and 
interesting for its own sake. 
For right now, let me offer a tiny 
historic'al tidbit: at the .1904 St. 
Louis World Fair, one of the 
exhibitors was the Lumiere broth-
ers of France, exhibiting examples 
of a still very new technology, 
motion-picture fIlm. The Lumieres 
had an engineer's focus on the tech-
nology, and the assumption was 
. The selections of the series are 
excellent, .almost a miniature course in 
classic foreign film, iricluding out-
standing works 'by such great directors 
as Fred.erjco Fellini, Akira Kurosawa, 
Fritz Lang, Luis Bufiuel, FrancoiS 
Truffaut, and Claude Bern. They rep-
resent a variety of time periods, coun-
tries, and film styles, and many of 
them are landmark films that helped 
define their style or time. The series 
starts with "La Strada'" (Italian, 1954), 
Fellini's gripping tale of people in a 
small traveling circus and featuring 
American film star Anthony Quinn. 
Next up is Kurosawa's "Rashomon" 
(Japanese, 1950), an amazing film 
about the relativity of truth, q$ a crime 
is described from four equally reliable 
but discordant points of view, and star-
ring the great Japanese actor Toshiro 
Mifune. This great film is followed by 
"400 Blows" (French, 1959), 
Truffaut's French New Wave film 
about an adolescent delinquent, which 
is both lyrical and Unsentimental. The 
title is ,French slang that means to get 
oneself in a lot of trouble by "raising 
hell," and it 's a landmark film of t!lls 
style. Then, the series moves back in 
time to Fritz Lang's "M" (German, 
1931). Lang's first sound film (be 
directed the silent classic 
"Metropolis") showed the potential of 
the innovative uSe of sound, in this 
wonde.tfu], early · sOLilld .,era thrille.r 
about.ac.h.ild murder, played ",ith star-
tling pow.er by film-newcomer Peter 
Lorre. The series moves on . to 
Buiiuel's "YJridiana" {1961, Spanish) 
a subversive, ironic. brilliantly' con-
structed film about saintly and devout 
people who fall into moral corruption., 
that thumbed its nose at the Spanish 
Fascist regime under ,vhich it was , 
made. Next the series moves. ON to 
France, and a pair of filIllS by Claude 
Beni, "Jean de Florette" (1986, 
French) and its sequel, "Manon of the 
Spring" (1987, French). The first film 
is a tale of deceit and trickery starring 
the great Rrench actor Gerard 
Depar:;neu, and. the second is a tai.e-of 
revenge and justice., starring 
EmruanueJIe BearC The two are so 
closely iIiltertwined that one revi.ewer 
said they were really one movie, hut I 
think they are both beautiful and 
strong films on their own, if yet ' 
stronger together. They are certainly a 
satisfying finish to this series, a mar-
velous tour of some great films. 
This series is a rare treat for those 
already familiar with these films to see 
them, on a big screen, where the view-
er can best appreciate their artistry, For 
those unfamiliar with these films, it's a 
wonderful introduction to them in an 
exceIJent setting, on a big sc.reenin the 
beautiful classic Tivoli Theater .. 
,Finding alternative music 
around St. Louis is easy 
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT. 
· .. .. · .. ··········· .... si;;jj;;;tte~·· .. · .... "· .... · .... ·· 
St~ Louis has been a hotspot for 
new music since the days of the 
blues, and that is true today of 
alternative music. From Pearl 
Jam's concert at Riverport (the 
largest venue not on the east or 
west coast) to the Barenaked 
Ladies rocking the Savvis ~enter, 
St. Louis knows how to rock. 
Alt'emativ'e ip.US1C- aigu~ably began 
in Seattle With ill-fated Nirvana 
frontman Kurt Cobain, but today it 
. is a national phenomenQn that has 
spawned thousands of homegrown 
bands. Native St. Louis favorites 
include The Urge, Stir, and other 
bands that appear on a constant 
flow of local albums like the Point 
Essential volumes that never seem 
to stop. 
Today, listening to alternative 
music in St. Louis is as easy as 
going to the infant nightclub in St. 
Louis, The Pageant (a baby in age, 
but by no means in size), or to a 
, place like Cicero's on a Thursday 
to hear new bands battle it out for 
a record label and . fame. My 
favorite concerts have traditionally 
~n large, stadium-type events 
that catered to thousands of fans 
who wanted to scream at. the stage 
and their favorite band. 
how popular' bands can spring up 
anywhere. They played to the 
largest crowd of U1vlSL students 
that probably ever gathered-togeth-
er just two years ago at Mirthday. 
They've toured in Europe, anq 
even done songs heard in movies . I 
used to live a block away from 
Gravity Killi, a band that is com-
ing into its own on ,the national 
level. SL Louis music, \,:ith_lhe 
help-of local prQmotec.s., like The 
Point, bas .~ally l?i4~ up, apd it s 
a fact that shoulcl have students 
jumping. 
Tickets for virtually any event 
can be purchased at one of two 
locations. Metrotix has a good list-
ing of events in addition to ticket 
sales on their website at mtix"com. 
The other source for local tickets is 
from Contemporary, which can be 
found at contemporwygroup.com. 
Upcoming St. Louis events 
include the Foo Fighters at The 
Pageant ,(November 11) Hootie 
and the Blow.fIsh (November 4 at 
the P9geant) and Marlilyn l'v:lan~on 
at the Fox Theatre on Oct. 30, Talk: 
about your culture shock ... 
TheUrge is just one example of . 
Sf. Louis may be famous for the 
blues (music. and hockey), but it 
has fair representation in the alter-
native field as well. Keep an eye on 
local listings for events and you'll 
never be able to say that there's 
nothing to do in 3t. Louis. 
that film would be used to record 
important historical events . . 
Thoughts about using film to make 
a form of entertainment, and later ' 
art, were not in the minds of the 
inventors of the technology. Yet the 
idea of using film to entertain ' 
sprang up spontaneously in the 
minds of those holding the cameras 
- the filmmakers and performing 
artists - and the minds of audiences. 
The fust fIlms were made as 
demonstrations of the technology, . 
often, at first, of everyday events 
and later short, simply-made dis-
posable entertainment, but audi-
ence demand for films as entertain-
ment quickly grew and ftlm started . 
to gi-O\y with the demand. They 
were at first considered a fad 
expected to quickly evaporate (rock 
music was later regarded the same 
way), often added as a novelty to 
other more recognized entertain-
. ment such as vaudeville. Yet, a year 
. later, the first Nickelodeon, the 
forerunner of the movie theater; 
opened in Pittsburgh. 
• 
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SPRING BAEAK 2001 
Hiring On-Campus Reps 
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH, 
GO FREE!!! 
Student Travel Services 
America's #1 Student tour 
, Operator, Jamaica, Mexico, 
Bahamas, Europe, Florida 
. 1-800-648:4849 
www.gospringbreak.com 
Aeaders/Writers/Test 
, Assistants 
for students with disabilities 
These paid positions are avail-
able for the Fall Semester 
2000, on a limited basis, for 
qualified students to assist 
students With disabilities dur-
ing scheduled exams: .. 
Duties include: research 
materials, textbooks, making 
tapes, writing for an exam, 
reading and writing for an 
exam, reading for an exam _ 
Interested? Please contact . 
Marilyn Ditto at 516-5228 or 
come to 301 Wood!i Hall. 
Internet· MarketingJWeb 
Page Design 
Internati-onal company 
expanding. Looking for highly 
motivated business-minded 
students. Part time and full 
time pOSitions available. 
Some experience required. 
Call (314) 983-9634 for more 
information. 
Spring Break! 
Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Ai:r, 
Free food, Drinks and Parties! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Mazatlan &. Florida. TRAVEL 
FREE and EARN CASH! Do it on 
the web! Go to 
StudentCity.com or call 800-
293- 1443 for info 
Wanted! Spring 
Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, 
Jamaica 'ft Mazatlan. CaU 
Sunbreak Student Vacations 
for a free brochure and ask 
how you can organize a small 
group ft EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL 
FREE ft EARN CASH! 
Call 1-800-7n -4642 or e-mail 
sales@sunbrea~s.com 
• 
Local Branch of 
InternaUonal Firm 
needs Part-Time pOsitions 
fill.ed. $ 12.50 Base-appt. 
Customer Svc Retail Sales. 
F~e)(-time scheduling, 110-35 
Hours per week available. 
100 Corporate' Scholarships. 
All Majors may apply. 
Call 822-0009. 
www.workforstudents.com 
Empl'oyment & Financial' 
Opportuniti8;S' 
Strategy. com offers indiVidu-
als with integrity and ambi-
tion a Global Solution to 
address greater wealth 
and privacy: 
Highly rewarding Referral 
Compensation Program 
Offshore Banking, 
Offshore Trust Fund 
WWW~ HStrategy. com 
, If YOUI like to, wri,te we 
may have the job for you, 
The Current is presently look-
ing for students intc:rested io 
the following positions: news 
editor, news writers, distribu-
tors, production assistant, 
and web assistant. Can 
51i 6-(l~10 for more information 
Two bedroom 
oak floors and millwork. 
Screened in porch, carport 
and garage. All appliances. 
Backs to park. Walkout base-
ment. tmmaculate condition. 
All in "friendly Ferguson." 
Call 314-496-6960 . 
'89 Cavalier 
Black with gray interior. 
AM/FM Cassette, air cond, 
cruise, fold-down backseat, 
front-wheel drive. Tires, 
alternator, battery 2 yrs old . . 
NEW, catalytic converter, muf-
fler,fuel filter, EGR valve. I 
Maintenance records. Perfect 
for college or highschool stu-
dent. Leave message at · 
(217) 496-2482 
Good Quality Cat 
Furniture 
Custom made to order. 
Much cheaper than retail. 
Made from the finest 
materials. Your cat will love 
you. Call (314) 841-0785. 
'92 GEO STOAM GSI 
4-Cyl. 1.6 Liter, 5 Spd, 
100,500 Miles, AlC, AM/FM 
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air 
Bag, ps/pb, alloy wheels, rear 
spoiler, white exterior with 
unique body customizing. 
Excellent condition. Looks 
sharp. Clean interior. 
New tires. Ask for SZ500/best 
offer (314) 426-5963 
Hurry up, don't miss this 
gre?t deal. 
1988 Grand Am2 dr 
cold air, 4 cyl, 5 speed, runs 
'and looks great, blue with 
blue tnt., state safety inspec-
tion, $1200 obo, 427-7548 
Adobe Photoshop 4.0 
for Windows. Greatest design 
software ever made. Brand 
new. Opened once to check 
for contents. $900BO. 
Call Tom @ 739-0711 
1992 Ford F·150 XLT 
V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic 
Trans., 2 wheel drive, 
52,xxx miles, Optional fuel 
tank, AlC, Cruise Control, 
AM/FM Cassette Stereo, 
Running Boards. $9,500. Call 
Shauna (314) 324-7137 
Autos for Sale 
Buy police impounds 
Cars from $500. All makes 
&. models available. 
For listings call 800-719-3001 
ext. G13. 
Looking for Roommate 
Apartment close to UMSL. 
'HUlGE 'CLEAN 'CHEAP 
·SZ90/month 'utilities not 
included. 1 bedroom +. 
CaU Shannon Bouma 725-8842 
Wanted: Roommate 
to share three bedroom house 
locatedi only five miles from 
campus $300 monthly plus 
half utilities, serious people 
onty please, write to 
valgame79@hotmail.com 
Typing Done 
Excellent Work 
$3-$7 per page depending on 
length, style, etc. 
Leave message 
314-841-0785 
or 841-8712 
Aaise $1600-$7000 + Get 
Free Caps, T·Shlrts & 
Phone Cards! 
This one week fundraiser 
requires no investment and a 
small amount of time from · 
you or your club. Qualified 
callers receive a free gift 
just for calling. Call today at 
1-800-808-7442 x. 80. 
Pre-Med Society 
Wed. Oct. 18th 11:30 a.m . . 
Project Room 337 Millenium 
Bldg. ·After Biologi'cal Society 
. Meeting Officers Being 
Elected. All Welcome-
, Mandatory for 
. Pre-Med Members ' 
premed@jinx. um~l.edu 
Campus Bookstore has 
moved . 
It is now located on the sec-
ond noor of the new 
Millennium Student Center. 
Come check it out. 
Can't find that girl/guy 
you ran into at The 
Underground? 
Take out a personaL It's a 
free resource to students, 
faculty and staff: As in, not 
cQsting anything. As in, not 
kicking yourself in the head 
for the rest of the semester 
for not being able to remem-
ber the phone number of that 
girl. Call 516-5316 to find 
your destiny. 
Female Young 53 
looking for male 50 or over . 
for dating and friendship 
895-1846 
CANCUN -JAMAICA 
FLO.IDA- S_ PADRK 
~ URN CASH '" fRiI TltIPSt i 
~ CAMPtlS JIP. POSmoNS AYAlLAa&.a ~ 
]- CALL 1-8c)o"3I7-60133 
Aspen CO 
( Winter Park CO ) 
1.aOO.SUNCWE 
HMMM .. · 1 
S?AM e,VRGEIZ, NO. 
CHf£1.E-LoG? NO . 
MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENTS NEEDED --
WEEKEND AND EVENING HOURS 
Have some time after classes are over and want to earn some extra 
money?? Manpower at MasterCard International has needs for 
Customer Service Agents to work in the Global Customer . Service 
Center located in Westport. Qual ified candidates will have: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Previous customer service or call center experience preferred but 
not required 
Windows 95/ PC skills 
Data entry/keyboarding skills 
Desire to work for a first class I nternational company 
Availability to work evening and weekend shifts 
DO YOU SPEAK A SECOND LANGUAGE?? 
WE CAN USE YOUR SKILLS TOO IN THE CALL CENTER 
JUST CONTACT US! 
Interested candidates should call Daphne at 523 - 7512 or Melonie 
at 542 - 3848 as soon as possible to schedule an interview. 
... message from the 
StUdent 
G overnment 
A SSOciation 
There will be a meeting 
When? Tuesday, October 24, 2000 @ 2:00 P.M. 
Where? 3rd floor, Millenium Student Center 
* It is important that all Student Representatives are present. 
* Students interested in Students Activity Budgeting Committee (SBAC) 
should be present at this meeting. 
* For more information please contact Ayo' @ 438-9778 
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'Cuban m issile crisis . brought. 
world to br ink of destruction 
T he Cold War between the - United States and the Soviet 
: Union lasted for nearly a half 
::Century. During that time, there were 
m any memorable confrontationt 
There was the Berlin Airlift, the 
Nixon-Khrushchev Kitchen debate in 
-Moscow, and the construction of the 
Berlin Wall by the 
Soviets just to 
name a few. 
The most seri-
ous of the con-
frontations took 
place on this very 
week back in 1962. 
Soviet operation througb its spy net-
work in Havana The U.S. military 
immediately ordered U2 spy planes to 
make a series of surveillance flights 
over Cuba to verify the eustence of 
the missiles. 
On Oct. 14. nearly 12 missile sites 
were positively identified. In addition 
to this, the CIA disco\'-
. ered the presence of 
Soviet technicians on the 
island as well. 
Two days later, John . 
It would forever 
be remembered as 
the Cuban Missile 
Crisis, and nearly 
marked the end of 
TIM THOMPSON 
F. Kennedy, president of 
the United States . 
addressed the nation, 
calling for Kluushchev 
to remove the missiles 
and their sites, and "end 
this threat to world 
peace." 
civilization. 
history columnist 
Khrushchev not only 
The USSR, 
under the direction of Nikita 
Khrushchev, an unCducatedand irre-
sponsible man, began secretly ship-
ping intermediate and medium range 
nuclear ballistic missiles to the island 
of Cuba in the late summer of 1962. 
The Central Intelligence Agency, 
or CIA, becan1e aware of the secret 
FERPA , from page 1 
refused to remove the 
missiles. but ordered a fInal shipment 
of men and materials to th~ i land, It 
set sail for Cuba on the 18th of 
October. 
Kennedy responded by ordering a 
full quarantine of all arms shipments 
to Cuba. On October 22mi the bal-
ance of the US 6th Fleet took up bat-
. ..... , ...... .. . . ... .. ......... . ... .. ........ ,¥ . . •.. . . .•.•. , .. , ... " ............. , ........ , . ... , .... , .... , .. .. ............ ..... .. . ...... .. 
view. "I just want to make sure that 
privacy records are protected." 
Flees said he wanted to make one 
:thing perfectly clear. "I am not in favor 
:of under age drinking, I just believe 
:that when you begin to erode away 
one right, others may follow. There 
;could be a domino effect involved," 
IFlees said. 'The amendment creates 
'just too many loopholes." 
. ASUM is leading the charge 
against the amendment 
. .Michael Rankins. a graduate stu-
dent and fanner SGA vice president, 
echoes Flees ' sentiments. 
"I don't promote the idea of under 
age chinking at all , I just feel that it is 
inappropriate for any university to call 
the parents of emancipated adults," 
Rankins said. "People should be held 
accountable for their own actions." 
At the moment, UMSL is not con-
tacting any parents. and all four UM 
campuses are in the proce,~s of dis-
cussing the matter. Joanne Bocci. 
interim associate vice chancellor for 
'Student Affairs , said that ilie UM legal 
system is involved in the discussions. 
"No one has decided wheilierthe 
law will be enforced from a general 
standpoint, or if it will be left up to the 
discretion of each individual campus," 
Washington University School of Medicine 
Seeks Research Subjects for a Study of 
Smoking and Alcohol 
The study involves a telephone interview (about 1 hr.) 
plus two to four afternoon laboratory sessions (6-8 
hrs. each), The experiment will measu're the effects of 
nicotine and alcohol on balance and eye movements, 
and on heart rate and blood pressure. 
To partiCipate you must be: 
* 21 - 25 years of age 
* a current cigarette smoker 
* . a moderate "social" alcohol drinker 
* in good health 
You will be compensated for your time. 
Interested? 
Contact: Dr. John Rohrbaugh, Phone (314) 286-1379 
Washington University School of Medicine 
Pregnant? 
2 0 0 1 
The Pulliam Journalism Fellowship 
Jump·start your newspaper journalism career with a solid prilgram that hoasts 
four Pulilzc'r Priie winners among its alumni - the Pulliam Journalism 
Fellowship. The Fellowship otTers myriad career opponunitics; in fact. a Pulliam 
Fellow from (lor first' ciass of 1974. Barbam Henry. now serl'e.' as president and 
publisher of Tlie' //ldi(//i(/polis 5/(11'. Moreover, a new gmduute of our year 2000 
class has just been hired as a full·time staff rcroner'at The I/ldia/l(/polis Slllf. 
Now entering its 28th year, the 2001 Pulliam Jourmtlism Fellowship helps build a 
hridge from the classroom to the newsroom. Fell"""s are assigned to The 
lndilllwpo/i,' 51(//" or The tlfi;.o/l(/ Rep"IJlic in Phoenix for I a week> each summer 
as stafr rcporiers. We award 20 fellowships annually. The stipend is 'iS775 . 
TraditionaJiy. our fellowships have been open only to graduating college seniors. 
In 2001. we will be explmding eligibility to incl ude college sophomores a'1djun· 
iors as well as seniors pursuing a career in newspaper journalism. We will be 
accepting applications for our Summer 2001 program in September 2000_ 
Visit our Web site at hitr:l/www .stamews.C()~,/pjr or e·mall Fellowship director 
Russell B. Pulliam at russell.pulliam@stlirnews.colll for an application packet. 
You also may request a packet by writing: 
. 
Russell B. Pulliani. DireCTor. The Pulliam Fellowship. P.O. Box 1'45. 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-0145 
tIe positions in an arc-like formation 
off of Cuba's nort.l-jem coastline. 
Khrushchey stated that ilie Soviet 
Union would defend it~ rights in 
accordance of International Law. 
TI1e Soviet ships kept steaming 
toward Cuba. The U.S. Navy 
remained in blockade formation. The 
entire world held its breath. Nuclear 
war seemed imminent. 
The United States and the Soviet 
Union were eye to eye. Then. on. Oct. 
25, the Soviets blinked. 1l1eir ships. 
hopelessly out numbered and obso-
lete. stopped dead in the water upon 
sigbting the v ast US armada The next 
day, they tumed around and headed 
back home. 
Khrushchev agreed to remove the 
missiles and their' sites, in exchange 
for Kermedy's promise not to invade 
Cuba. A nuclear holocaust had been 
averted. 
The Cuban :Missile Crisis brougbt 
the entire world closer to Armageddon 
than it had ever been before. or would 
ever be again. 
Publicly, it made Kluushchev look 
reckless as well as weak, and would 
lead to his ousting as Soviet Premier 
les than a year late1: 
Bocci aici "Before any1hing is done. 
there will be a lot of input from stu-
dents. • 
"Rigbt now. 1 don't know where I 
stand wiili regards to the issue. I will 
wait and see what more students have 
to say." 
Cun·ently. the FERPA debate is on 
the back burner. However., a decision 
from the Board of Curators may come 
before Christmas vacation. 
We need a 
news editor! 
Call 516-5174 for 
more details. 
~. 
Gerteis reflects on growth of 
UMSLhistory- department 
Due to time cOl1straint~:. we' 
weT<?1l 't able to nm all the material we 
had prepared for the lOOOth issue. 
For the ne.xt few weeks we will print 
som.e of what didn't make it- in. 
BY TIM THOMPSON 
staff LlJI'ite1' 
L.lUis Gelteis is a professor of 
U.S. history here at ilie University of 
· Missouri-St Louis, 
He was born in Kansas City, 
wfusouri. but grew up in Arlington, 
· VIrginia. W11i1e in Arlington, Gerteis 
attended Robert E. Lee Elementary 
School. He also lived only one block 
from Robert E. Lee Highway. 
Gelteis did his lffidergraduate 
work at Antioch College in Yellow 
· Springs, Ohio, where be majored in 
United States history. After this, be 
went on to complete his graduate 
work at the University of 'Wisconsin 
at Madison-a nationally renowned 
college for historians. 
Being a graduate teaching assis-
tant at Madis'on helped to prepare 
Gerteis for his time as a professor, but 
· it did have one drawback '1 remem-
ber.having to grade a lot of papers," 
the professor joked. "I enjoyed the 
teaching part a whole lot more." 
In the fall of 1969, Gerteis accept-
ed a teaching position at UMSL. The 
History Department was nowhere 
near the size it is now. "Back then, tin 
1969] we were all stuck in Benton 
Hall. There were only 4 or 5 of us in 
the His[Ory Department, and we were 
all in one office." Gerteis said. ''In 
fact, the library was still under con-
. struction. However, expansion was 
just around the comer.'.' 
It was indeed. "In just a few years, 
the department went from 5 or 6 pro-
'fessors to over 20," Gerteis said, 
"Lucas Hall was finished a short time 
a'fterth.at .and we v.'Cre ,ali given brand 
new offices. II: was very nice. ' 
Gerteis has enjoyed his time here 
at 'UMSL, and is iooking forward to a 
bright future for the History 
Department. "We are trying to estab-
lish a Ph.D. program encompassing 
regional ,and mban s tudies," Gerteis 
said. '<1 believe that·the addition ·of the 
Mercantile Library w,as a big step 
toward that; I ,am very impressed by 
it:' 
CUlTently. Louis Gerteis ,teaches 
all facets of American history here at 
UMSL, including: U.S. 1815-1860, 
U.S. 1860-1900, U.S. 1900-1940, as 
well as a survey DfU.S. history. 
CORRECTIONS 
In issue 1000, Diadie BathHy, the.dancer pictured 
above the story about "African N'ite," was 
misidentified. We regret any confusion this may 
have caused. 
Dierdorf& Halt's 
Downtown 
7th & Market 
Steak House 
West Port Plaza 
1-270 & Pag.e 
Both locations have part-time pOSitions availab:le now that can be struc-
tured around a student's class schedule. These pOSitions generailly 
involve 5-hour shifts that can produce good pay relative to our indus-
try. We will train. Secured on-site parking is available to our emriloy-
ees. A MetroLink stop is one block from our Downtown location. ThIS 
is an opportunity to make some saving/spending money while introducing 
yourself to an upscale environment with a matching clientele. We are 
presently hiring for the following job positions: 
A.M./P.M. HOST /HOSTESS 
AM. SERVER 
P.M. CAPTAIN 
A.M./P.M. BARTENDER 
P.M. DISHWASHER 
Interested parties should apply in person M-F 2-4 p.m. You maya.lso 
find us at getajob.com No telephone calls please. 
Equip sma'rt ~~ 
A laser printer for 
the price of an inkjet? 
Cool. Just $199. 
Now you can hav€ your very own laser 
printer. At a breakthrough price. · 
Fast Sharp. Clean. Compact. With a 
toner cartr idge that should last you all year. 
And at a !per page cost that's 70% less than 
inkjet Plus a Toner Save button.that extends 
the life another 30%. 
Papers that stand outin a teacher's 
grading stack. professional resumes. Articles 
fit to sJ,Jhmit for publication, AN for the price 
of a half-dozen inkjet cartridges. 
Better think-twice. Everyone in the dorm's 
gonna wantto use it. . • 
Grab one at your campus bookstore. 
Order online. Or by phone at 800-459-3272. 
Go to www.samsungu~a.cQmIXtreme for 
more information. . 
